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Sharon Dickinson <sharon.dickinson@Iacity.org>

Recoe Walker <recoewalk@gmail.com> Sat. Feb 25, 2017 at 12:11 PM
To: councilmember.harris-dawson@lacity.org
Cc: Sharon.dickinson@lacity.org, etta.armstrong@iacity.org

Recoe Walker 

Recoe Caters

1929 14 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd 

Los Angeles, 90062

Dear Council Member Marqueece Harris-Dawson,

I have been a registered voter in the City of Los Angeles for over 25 years. This is the first 
occasion I’ve felt compelled to write a letter. I want to voice my support for home-sharing. I 
oppose the proposed limit off 180 nights per year. No night-cap is necessary—LA is a 365- 
day a year international city. Any positive experiences travelers have in our city will be a 
positive takeaway for the city of LA.

As you know housing costs in our area have exponentiated in the last 25 years. Home
sharing is helping folks make ends meet while giving an economic boost to local businesses.

I hope that LA doesn’t take Manhattan Beach and Santa Monica’s lead. Limiting hosting to 
just half a calendar year would certainly curtail 50% growth potential the remainder of the 
year.

Please consider the economic impacts on hosts and small business people when crafting 
legislation. Let me know if you schedule any town halls or hearings on the matter of 
homesharing in LA. Looking forward to a positive short-term rental regulations.

Sincerely,
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Recoe Walker 

Recoe Caters

1929 V2 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd 

Los Angeles, 90062

Dear Mayor Eric Garcetti,

I have been a registered voter in the City of Los Angeles for over 25 years. This is the first 
occasion Eve felt compelled to write a letter. I want to voice my support for home-sharing. I 
oppose the proposed limit off 180 nights per year. No night-cap is necessary—LA is a 365- 
day a year international city. Any positive experiences travelers have in our city will be a 
positive takeaway for the city of LA.

As you know housing costs in our area have exponentiated in the last 25 years. Home
sharing is helping folks make ends meet while giving an economic boost to local businesses.

I hope that LA doesn’t take Manhattan Beach and Santa Monica's lead. Limiting hosting to 
just half a calendar year would certainly curtail 50% growth potential the remainder of the 
year.

Please consider the economic impacts on hosts and small business people when crafting 
legislation. Let me know if you schedule any town halls or hearings on the matter of 
homesharing in LA. Looking forward to a positive short-term rental regulations.

Sincerely,
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